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Abstract 
In this paper it is proved that the boundedness of finitely generated subrings of a locally 
compact totally disconnected ring implies the boundedness of its compactly generated 
subrings. Necessary and sufficient conditions are indicated in order that some special locally 
compact semidirect products are bounded. 
Key words: Right bounded (left bounded, bounded) set; Compactly generated ring; Semidi- 
rect product 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 16A80 
In this paper we study the notion of boundedness in the class of locally compact 
rings. It is well known that every compact ring is bounded. We shall prove that 
every compact ring is strictly bounded (the definition of strictly boundedness will 
be given below). 
The following result was proved in [7, Lemma 2.3, p. 2951: A locally compact 
compactly generated ring A, which contains an everywhere dense topologically 
locally finite subring B, is compact. The proof of the lemma shows that it is 
possible to prove the analogous result using the notion of a bounded set instead of 
the notion of precompact set. Namely, it is proved that if in a totally disconnected 
locally compact compactly generated ring R every finitely generated subring is 
right bounded (left bounded, bounded), then R is a right bounded (left bounded, 
bounded) ring (see Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6). 
Using the theory of characters we give some constructions in the category of 
locally compact rings. In some cases we give the criteria of its boundedness. An 
example of a totally disconnected locally compact topologically finitely generated 
right bounded unbounded ring is given. 
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All topological rings are assumed to be Hausdorff and associative. If S is a 
subset of a topological space X, then the closure of S will be denoted by cl,S or cl 
S. The group of characters of a locally compact Abelian group G will be denoted 
by G*. If S is a subset of a ring R, then the subgroup generated by S will be 
denoted by (S)’ and the subring generated by that set will be denoted by (S). 
The set of all natural numbers is denoted by N. If IZ, m E Z, n G m, then 
[n, m] = (n, n + 1,. . ., m). Further, if S c R, where R is a ring, then SC”1 = {si . . . 
s,: si ES, i E [l, n]) and [n]S = {si + . . . +s,: si E S, i E [l, nl]. Recall that if A, 
B are two subsets of a topological ring R then AB = {C~+a,b,: i E 11, n], ai E 
A, bjeB} and A.B={xy: x=-A, YEB). The additive group of a ring R will be 
denoted by R( + ). 
Remark. From the distributive law it follows that if A, B, C are three subsets of a 
ring R, then A. (B + C> CA . B +A. C, (B + C> *A c B .A + C .A. 
1. Compactly generated locally compact bounded rings 
Theorem 1.1. ’ Let R be a compact ring. Then for euery neighborhood V of zero there 
exists a closed ideal I, c V such that the component of zero of the factor ring R/I, is 
open and topologically isomorphic (as a group) to a group of the form (rW/Z>“‘, 
m E (0) U N. 
Proof. Case 1: The component R, of zero of R( +) is topologically isomorphic to a 
group of the form (rW/ZP, m E {O} U N. Then [l, p. 2311, there exists a compact 
totally disconnected subgroup S of R( +> such that R( +) = S @ R, is a topological 
direct sum. By a theorem of Kaplansky [3] SR, = R,S = {O}. 
Let V be an arbitrary neighborhood of zero of R. We may assume without loss 
of generality that W= U + W, where U is a subgroup of S and W is a symmetric 
neighborhood of zero of R, which does not contain nonzero subgroups. There 
exists an open subgroup U, of S and a neighborhood W, of zero of R, such that 
s~~u,+w,~cu+w,~u,+w,~~scu+w,s~~u,+w,~~scu+w. 
We claim that R . U, c U, U, . R c U, R. U, . R c U. We will prove only the last 
inclusion. The others can be proved in the analogous way. 
Firstly, we will prove that R . U, . R c U + W. Since S. R, = R, . S = (01, R, . U, 
u U, . R, c R, . S u S. R, = (01. If rl, r2 E R, uI E U,, then there exist si, s2 E S, 
h,, h, E R, such that rl = s1 + h,, r2 = s2 + h,. Therefore r1u,r2 = (sl + h,)u,(s, + 
h,) = (slu, + h,u,)(s, + h,) = slul(sz + h,) = slulsz + slulh, = slulsz E S . (U, + 
W,).ScU+ w. 
Now we prove that R. U, . R c U. Indeed, let rl, r2 E R, u1 E U,. Because of 
R. 17, . R c U + W there exist elements u E U, w E W such that r1u1r2 = u + w. 
1 This theorem was proved in [7,8]. It will be used in the proof of the next theorem. For the 
completeness we give here its proof. 
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Then w = 0. Assume the contrary. Since W is symmetric, there exists IZ E N such 
that rzw P W. Then n(rlulrz) = rl(nul)r2 E R. U, . R c U + W. Therefore there 
exist elements u’ E U, w’ E W such that n(r1u1r2) = u’+ w’. From the equality 
n(r,m.,r,)=nu+nwitfollowsthatu’+w’=nu+nw.Butu’~U~S,~‘~WcR~, 
nu E U c S, nw E [n]W CR,,. We obtained U’ = nu, w’ = nw, i.e., nw = w’ E W, a 
contradiction. It follows that w = 0 and so R . U, . R c U. 
Let I” be the idea1 of R generated by U,. Then I, = U, + RU, + U,R + RU,R 
c U. Obviously, I, is an open subgroup of S. The additive group of the factor ring 
R/I, is topologically isomorphic to (S/I,) X R,. 
Case 2: R, is arbitrary. Let V be an arbitrary compact neighborhood of zero 
and U a neighborhood of zero such that U + U c V. By 14, p. 631, there exists a 
closed subgroup H c U n R, such that the group R,/H is topologically isomorphic 
to (rW/Z>n, n E (0) U N. 
Obviously, H is an idea1 in R. The component of zero of R/H is R,/H. By 
Case 1 there exists a compact idea1 H, c 4(V) (4 is the canonical homomorphism 
of R onto R/H) such that the component of zero of +(R)/H,, has a finite index 
and is topologically isomorphic as a group to (rW/ZY. The ring 4(R)/H, is 
topologically isomorphic to R/4-‘(H,) and so the component of zero of 
R/4-‘(H,) is topologically isomorphic to (rW/ZIn. We have I, = 4-‘(H,) c U + 
ucv. 0 
Definition 1.2. A subset S of a topological ring R is called strictly bounded if for 
every neighborhood V of zero there exists a neighborhood U of zero such that 
SUcVand UScV. 
Obviously, if a topological ring R has a base at zero from the subgroups of the 
additive group, then bounded subsets coincide with strictly bounded subsets. 
Theorem 1.3. Every compact ring R is strictly bounded. 
Proof. It is easy to prove that every subring of a strictly bounded ring is strictly 
bounded and that the product of any family of strictly bounded rings is a strictly 
bounded ring. 
By Theorem 1.1, R = lim R, where each R, is a compact ring with open 
component. Since every R, is a strictly bounded ring, the ring R is strictly 
bounded too. q 
Recall that a subset S of a topological ring R is called right bounded if for every 
neighborhood V of zero there exists a neighborhood U of zero such that U. S c V. 
The notion of a left bounded subset may be introduced in an analogous way. A 
subset is called bounded if it is both right and left bounded. 
The following facts are well known: If A and B are right bounded (left 
bounded, bounded), so are A u B, A + B, A . B, and -A. 
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Lemma 1.4. If in a topological ring R which has a base at zero from subgroups of the 
additive group of R the subset S is right bounded (left bounded, bounded), then (S) + 
is also a right bounded (left bounded, bounded) subset. 
Proof. Let V be an arbitrary open subgroup of R. Further, let U be a neighbor- 
hood of zero such that U * S c I/. The set of all x E R such that Ux c V is clearly a 
subgroup and hence contains the additive subgroup generated by S. Therefore, 
lJ. (S)+c V. 0 
Theorem 1.5. Zf R is a locally compact totally disconnected ring and S is a closed 
compactly generated subring which has a subring B such that S = cl,B and every 
finitely generated subring of B is left bounded in R, then S is a left bounded subring in 
R. 
Proof. We may assume that S = (V), where I/ is a compact symmetric neighbor- 
hood of zero of the ring S. Since B is everywhere dense in S it follows that 
S = B + V. In view of compactness of I/ the set I/. V is compact. 
We have that I/. Vc(b, + V)U ... U(b, + V) for some bl,..., b,, E B. By 
assumption H= (bl,..., b,) c B is a left bounded subset of R. It is clear that 
V. VcH+ V. 
We now show that for every n E N we have 
V”lcH+[n-2](H.V)+V. (*) 
n=3: I/.I/.Vc(H+I/).I/cH.I/+I/.I/cH+H.I/+V. 
Assume that the claim is proved for n, i.e., I/t”] cH + [n - 2](H. V) + I/. By 
multiplication on the right with the set V, we get Vtn+ll = ~[~]a VC (H + [n - 
2](H.V)+I/).I/CH.I/+[n-2](H.V.V)+I/.I/CH.I/+[n-2](H.(H+I/)) 
+H+VcH.I/+[n-2](H.H+H.V)+H+I/cH+[n-l](H.I/)+I/,there- 
fore the claim is true for n + 1. 
From the inclusion ( * 1 we get that for every n E N, I/rnl c (H u H. VU V) + 
and then R=(HUH.VUV)+. The subset HUH.l/Ul/ is left bounded and 
Lemma 1.4 finishes the proof. q 
Corollary 1.6. Zf R is a locally compact totally disconnected ring and S a closed 
compactly generated subring which has a subring B such that S = cl,B and every 
finitely generated subring of B is right bounded (bounded) in R, then S is a right 
bounded (bounded) subring of R. 
Corollary 1.7. If R is a locally compact totally disconnected compactly generated ring 
such that every finitely generated subring of it is left bounded (right bounded, 
bounded ), then R is a left bounded (right bounded, bounded) ring. 
Question 1.8. 
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Question 1.9. Let R be a locally compact totally disconnected topologically finitely 
generated ring in which every one-generated subring is left bounded (bounded). Is 
then R a left bounded (bounded) ring? 
Lemma 1.10. Every unbounded metrizable topological ring R contains an unbounded 
countable subset S. 
Proof. Let {VJi E N be a base at zero of R. There exists a neighborhood I/ of zero 
such that for each i E N, V, . R C V or R - K C V. Choose for each i E N an element 
a,ER such that a,VC V or I/;a,C V. Then S= {ai: iE N) is an unbounded 
countable subset. q 
Definition 1.11. A topological ring R is called projectively metrizable if for every 
neighborhood I/ of zero there exists a closed ideal Z = I, c V such that R/Z is a 
metrizable topological ring. 
Theorem 1.12. Every projectively metrizable unbounded topological ring R contains 
an unbounded countable subset S. 
Proof. Fix for any neighborhood V of zero a closed ideal I, c I/ such that the 
factor ring R/Z, is metrizable. Since R is topologically isomorphic to a subring of 
the ring n,R/Z, there exists a neighborhood W of zero such that R/Z, is 
unbounded. 
Let p: R --) R/Z, be the canonical homomorphism of R onto R/Z,. By 
Lemma 1.10 there exists an unbounded countable subset S’ in R/Z,. Let S be a 
countable subset in R such that p(S) = S’. Since p is an open homomorphism, S 
is unbounded. q 
A topological ring R is called u-bounded if it is the union of a countable family 
of bounded subsets. 
Corollary 1.13. Every u-bounded contains a count- 
able unbounded subset, 
Proof. Let R = UirN Ki where each Ki is a bounded subset of R and V an 
arbitrary neighborhood of zero. Without loss of generality we may assume that V 
is symmetric. By induction we may construct symmetric neighborhoods 
V,,V,,V, ,._. of zero such that VO=V, “;+V+y*VCk’_l, I/;..KiUKi*l/ic 
I/;-,, i E N. 
The I, = l-j iGNV; is a closed ideal in R, I, c V and R/Z, has a countable 
pseudocharacter. In view of locally compactness of R/Z, it is metrizable. Theorem 
1.12 finishes the proof. 0 
Corollary 1.14. Let R be a locally compact unbounded ring which contains a 
bounded subset S such that R = cl(S >. Then R has a countable unbounded subset. 
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Proof. If I/ is a compact symmetric neighborhood of zero then R = (S,), where 
S, = -S u S u V. Therefore R is a a-bounded ring. q 
Corollary 1.15. Every locally compact compactly generated unbounded ring contains 
a countable unbounded subset. 
2. Boundedness of the rings of type R X R * 
At first we recall one construction from the theory of topological rings. Let R 
be a topological ring and M a topological CR, Rj-bimodule. On the product R X M 
of topological groups R and M the multiplication (r, mj(r’, m’j = (rr’, rm’ + mr’j, 
r,r’ E R, m,m’ EM is defined. Then R X M with this multiplication becomes an 
associative topological ring (see [S]). This ring will be denoted by R x M. 
Detiniton 2.1. A topological CR, Rj-bimodule M is called left bounded if for every 
neighborhood W of zero there exist neighborhoods U and V of zero of R and M 
respectively such that M. U c W and R . I/c W. 
The notion of a right bounded topological bimodule may be introduced in an 
analogous way. 
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a topological ring and M a topological CR, Rj-bimodule. The 
ring R x M is left bounded if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) R is a left bounded topological ring; 
(2) M is a left b ounded topological CR, R j-bimodule. 
Proof. “ - “: (1) Obviously. 
(2) Let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of zero of M. Then R x W is a 
neighborhood of zero of R x M. There exist neighborhoods U and V of zero of R 
andMrespectivelysuchthat(RxMj~(UXVjcR~W~R~V+M~UcW~R 
.VcW, M.UcW. 
(( ~ >>: Let V and W be two neighborhoods of zeroes of R and M respectively. 
Let WI be a neighborhood of zero of M such that W, + WI c W. There exist 
neighborhoods V’ and W’ of zeroes of R and M respectively such that M. V’ c 
W,, R.W’cW, and R.V’cV. We obtained (RAMj.(V’x W’jc(R.V’jx 
(R.W’+M.V’)CVX(W,+W,)CVXW. 0 
The criteria for right boundedness, boundedness of R x M may be proved in an 
analogous way. 
We now prove that if M is a locally compact right R-module over a locally 
compact ring R, then the group M* of characters M can be regarded with the 
structure of a topological (locally compact) left R-module. For each .$ E M * and 
each r E R define rc EM * by the relation (r.$j(m> = &mrj, m EM. 
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It is a routine to show that M * is a left R-module. We observe that if R has 
identity and M is a unitary right R-module, then M * is a unitary left R-module. 
For each E > 0 the set (x E Iw:l x 1 <E} is denoted by 0, and the canonical 
homomorphism from [w onto (w/Z by 4. If G is a locally compact Abelian group, 
then for every E > 0 and for every compact subset K of G we denote P(K, F) = (5 
E G*: t(K) c+(O,)}. It is well known that the family J&’ of sets of type P(K, E), 
where E > 0 and K runs all compact subsets of G, is a base of neighborhoods at 
zero of the group G *. 
Let P(K, E)EJ&’ and [EM *. Since 5 is a continuous homomorphism, there 
exists a neighborhood U of zero of M such that c(U) c~(O,>. In view of 
compactness of K there exists a neighborhood of zero of R such that K. I/c U. 
We claim that I’[ cP(K, E). Indeed, if c’ E I/, then for each k E K, cut)(k) = 
[(ku) E &!7> c $(OJ, therefore ~5 E P(K, E) and so Vg cP(K, E). 
Now, if P(K, E) E_&’ and r E R, then Kr is a compact subset of M and 
rP(Kr, E) cP(K, 8). Indeed, for each k E K and each 5 eP(Kr, F), (r(Xk) = 
((kr) E 4<0,>, therefore r5 EP(K, E), i.e., rP(Kr, F) cP(K, E). 
Again let P(K, E) E&Y. Choose a compact neighborhood of zero of R. Then 
K*VisacompactsubsetofMandV.P(K.V,~)cP(K,~).Let ~:EV,<EP(K. 
V, E). If k E K, then (u.$Xk) = [(ku) E c(K. V> c4(OF>, therefore ~5 EP(K, F) 
and so V*P(K- V, E) cP(K, F). 
We proved that M * is a topological R-module. 
Remark. In an analogous way it can be proved that if M is a locally compact left 
S-module over a locally compact ring S, then M * is a topological right S-module, 
where for every [ EM *, every s E S, 5s EM *, ([sXm> = [(sm), rn EM. 
If M is a locally compact (S, RI-bimodule over the locally compact rings S and 
R, then M * is a topological (R, S)-bimodule. Indeed, if r E R, s E S, [ E M *, 
then for every m EM, ((rS)sXm> = (r5Xsm) = [(smr) = (.$sXmr) = (r(ts)>(m), 
i.e., (rc>s = r((s). 
Now we can take an arbitrary locally compact (R, R)-bimodule M over a locally 
compact ring R and consider the semidirect product R x M *, where M * is 
regarded with the structure of a topological (R, R)-bimodule as above. In particu- 
lar, R* can be regarded with the structure of a topological (R, R)-bimodule. 
Consider the question: When is the ring R x R* left bounded (right bounded, 
bounded)? Below a complete answer to this question is given. 
Recall that if G is a locally compact Abelian (LCA) group, H a subgroup of G, 
then the subgroup (5 E G *: t(H) = (0)) of G* is denoted by A(G *, H). 
Lemma 2.3 (see [2,24.171). Let G be a LCA group, B its subgroup of compact 
elements and C the component of zero of G *. Then C =A(G*, B) and B = {x E 
G: c(x) = 0 for every 5 E C}. 
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In the analogous way we have proved the following 
Theorem 2.5. Let R be a locally compact ring. Then the ring R x R* is right bounded 
if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) R is a right bounded ring ; 
(ii> for every compact subset K of R the subset cl(R * K) is compact; 
(iii) for every compact subset K of R, Ann,(K) is open. 
Corollary 2.6. Let R be a locally compact ring. Then the ring R x R* is bounded if 
and only if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(9 R is a bounded ring; 
(ii> for every compact subset K of R the subsets cl(K . R) and cl(R . K) are 
compact ; 
(iii) for every compact subset K of R, Ann(K) is open. 
Corollary 2.7. Zf R is a compact ring, then R x R * is a bounded ring if and only if 
Ann(R) is open. 
Corollary 2.8. Zf R is a compact ring with identity, then R x R * is bounded if and 
only if R is finite. 
Corollary 2.9. Zf R is a discrete ring, then R x R * is bounded if and only if for every 
finite subset K of R the subsets K. R and R ’ K are finite. 
Consider another construction in the category of locally compact rings. Let R 
be a locally compact ring and R * be the group of characters of R( + ) regarded 
with the structure of a left topological R-module as earlier. The group R* is 
considered as a topological CR, Rl-bimodule, where R acts from the right trivially: 
[r = 0 for every 5 E R * and every r E R. The CR, R)-bimodule is denoted by R *. 
Consider the following question: When is R x R* left bounded? 
Theorem 2.10. Let R be a locally compact ring. Then the ring R x R* is left bounded 
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(9 R is left bounded; 
(ii> for every compact subset K of R the subset cl(K . RI is compact. 
The ring R x R * is right bounded if and only if 
(iii) R is right bounded; 
(iv) for every compact subset K of R, Ann,(K) is open. 
Proof. The proof of the first part of this theorem is analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 2.4. 
Part 2: “ * “: (iii) Obviously. 
(iv) Let K be an arbitrary compact subset of R, F > 0 be such that $(O,) does 
not contain any nonzero subgroup. Since R* is a right bounded (R, R)-bimodule, 
there exists a neighborhood U of zero of R such that U. & * c P(K, F). 
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Let u E U, k EK; then for every 5 ER* = R*, (u[Xk) E +(O,) * ((ku) E 
$40,) * {Nku): A E R*) c 4(0,) * (Mku): A E R”) = (0) - ku = 0 *K. U = (0) 
- U c Ann,(K) * Ann,(K) is open. 
(‘ ~ >>: Let E > 0 and K be a compact subset of R and U be an arbitrary 
neighborhood of zero of R. There exists a neighborhood U, of zero of R such that 
U, . R c U and U, c Ann,( K 1. 
Then (U, X B * >. (R X R*) c U X P(K, E). Indeed, it is sufficient to prove that 
U,.R*cP(K, s). If UE& ~ER”=R *, then for every k E K, (u[Xk) = [(ku) 
=O=~[EP(K, E), i.e., U,.R*cP(K, E). 0 
Lemma 2.11. If G is a LCA group for which every element is compact, then the 
family {P(K): K 1s a compact subset in K) of subsets of a group G”, where 
P(K) = {x E G*: x(K) = (O)), is a base at zero of the group G*. 
Proof. Let V be an arbitrary neighborhood of zero of G*. Then there exist an 
E > 0 and a compact subset K of G such that P(K, E) c I/. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that 4<0,> does not contain any nonzero subgroup of 
R/Z. 
If K, = cl((K >+I, then K, is a compact subgroup of G. Obviously, P(K,, el) c 
P(K, E) c V. 
We claim that P(K,) =P(K,, E,). It is obvious that P(K,) cP(K,, el). If 
x E P(K,, El), then x(K,) c$(O,> -xW,) = 10) *x E PW,). 0 
Example of a topologically finitely generated totally disconnected locally com- 
pact right bounded unbounded ring: 
Let p be a prime number, [F = Z/pZ and [Fix] the ring of polynomials of one 
variable x over [F and K the field of quotients of the ring [Fix]. Consider the 
subring R = (l/x, X> c K with the discrete topology. From the relation (10) X R*) 
* (R x R*) = IO) it follows that the ring R x R* is right bounded. It is obvious that 
condition (ii) of Theorem 2.10 is not satisfied, therefore R x &* is not left 
bounded. 
Let a = l/p + Z E [w/Z. The group R is free in the variety of Abelian groups 
with the identity py = 0. The subset Ix’: i E Z) is a free generating set of the group 
R. Define Et, E R*, to(l) = a, (,&xi) = 0 for i # 0. 
We claim that R = cl S, where S = ((x, 01, (l/x, 01, (0, to>). Indeed, for each 
i E L let 5, = x-‘c,, E R*. Then ,$&x’> = (x-‘.$~~)(x’> = to(l) = a and if j # i, then 
&(x’) = .&(+) = 0. 
It is true that R x (0) c S. Indeed, for each i E Z the element (x’, 0) belongs to 
S: We have (1, 0) = (x, 0)(1/x, 0) ES. If i > 0, then (xi, 0) = (x, 0)’ E S; if i < 0, 
then (x’, 0) = (l/x-‘, 0) = (l/x, O)-’ E S. 
Furthermore, for each i E Z, (0, ti) = (xpi, 0X0, (“1 E S. 
We obtained that (0) XL c S, where L = (ti: i E Z)‘. Therefore, R XL C S. 
We claim that L is an everywhere dense subgroup of R *. Let 5 E R * and F, be 
a finite subset of R. Choose a natural number II with the following property: If 
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a_,Jxk + a_k+l/xk-l + . . . +a-,/x + a, + a,x + .. . +a,x’ is the canonical 
representation of an element from F,, then n > k, 1. 
Obviously, if F, = (1, x-‘, x,. . . ,x-“, xn}, then A E R*, A@‘,) = 0 implies 
MF,) = 0, i.e., P(F,) cP(F,J. 
Let [(xi> = kja, i E [l, nl. Consider the character 5’ = k,t, + k-,5_, + k,[, 
+ . . . +k_,<_, + k,,[,, EL of the group R. Then for every i E [-n, n], c’(x’) = 
ki[Jx’) = k,a, i.e., (5’ - [Xx’) = 0 = 5’ - 5 E P(F,). 
Therefore 5’ E 5 + P(F,) c 5 + P(FO‘,>, i.e., we have proved that L is an every- 
where dense subgroup of R *. Then RX (0) + {0} X L is an everywhere dense 
subgroup in R x B *. 
Remark. The above example shows that Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 are 
different. 
Recall that a topological ring is called left (right) hereditarily linearly compact if 
every of its closed subrings is left (right) linearly compact. In [51 it was proved that 
if {R,: (Y E f2) is a family of left hereditarily linearly compact rings with bounded 
radicals, then the topological product ll a ERRrV is a left hereditarily linearly 
compact ring. In fact this result is true without that restriction (see [6]). 
In connection with the above mentioned result it is interesting to give an 
example of an unbounded, left (or right) hereditarily linearly compact ring with a 
bounded radical. Below we give an example of an unbounded right hereditarily 
linearly compact ring with a compact open radical. 
Let p be a prime number, F, = Z/pZ and R = K, an infinite dimensional 
algebraic extension of F,. Then R is a right and left hereditarily linearly compact 
discrete ring. 
By Theorem 2.10, R X R* is not left bounded. It is obvious that R x &* has a 
base at zero from compact right ideals. By [5, Lemma 61, R x &* is a right 
hereditarily linearly compact ring. 
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